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Everyone agrees that science is important. But many
disagree on the best way to teach it.  

Thread on a new paper

with @JohnPeterJerrim and @Mary_C_Oliver 👇

The relationship between inquiry-based teaching and students’ achiev…
Inquiry-based science teaching involves supporting pupils to acquire scientific
knowledge indirectly by conducting their own scientific experiments, r…

https://bit.ly/2Herd0G

One big disagreement is between: 

1) Direct instructors: knowledge should be imparted directly by teachers (because,

cognitive load theory) 

2) Inquiry-based teachers: knowledge should be acquired indirectly, by conducting

experiments (because, more meaningful). 
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We investigate the link between inquiry teaching & science achievement using

nationally representative data on 4000 pupils. NB: it's an observational (not

experimental) study. But we use v good prior achievement measures, rich controls &

compare pupils within the same schools.

We define inquiry-based teaching using the standard NSES definition and measure it

using a single score summarising 9 questions from PISA pupil surveys (see below).

We split pupils into four categories based on frequency of inquiry-based teaching

experienced (lowest to highest).

Main results. Focus on Model 4, which uses best controls. 0.02 in the Third Quartile

row = “being in second highest quartile of inquiry associated w/ +0.02 effect size in

achievement, compared to lowest quartile”. Associations all small & not statistically

distinguishable from 0.

Is relationship stronger for prior-achievement / FSM subgroups? No ❌ 
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Is it stronger in schools with better behaviour? Not consistently ❌

Is it stronger using PISA tests of "real world” sci skills instead of GCSE? No ❌

Some defenders of inquiry claim pupils should still acquire knowledge through

inquiry, but must be told precisely how to do it (bit.ly/1iTsM2S). We find some

*suggestive* evidence that moderate levels of inquiry + high guidance relate to

improved achievement.

Our study suggests that if inquiry-based science teaching is used at all, it should be

sparingly and only with high levels of guidance. Teachers can provide guidance by:

reducing no. of pupil decisions; modelling & using worked examples; timed prompts

to direct pupil attention.

Our results are consistent with experimental evidence (

Meta-Analysis of Inquiry-Based Learning: Effects of Guidance - Ard W.…
Research has consistently shown that inquiry-based learning can be more effective
than other, more expository instructional approaches as long as students are s...
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) & predictions of cog load theory. We add to this by using representative data on

inquiry as implemented in real classrooms, rather than among experimental subjects

in controlled settings.

Our research has important limitations – not least the observational nature of the

data. Future research should also look at the relationship between inquiry-based

teaching and pupil progression to post-compulsory science. Our research is silent on

this important outcome ��

Thanks @NuffieldFound for supporting this study. CC: @DrDavidBoyce
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